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DATA COMPRESSION IN PCM TELEMETRY SYSTEMS

Daniel D. Smith Walter O. Frost,
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Space Systems Division 1512 Fell Avenue NE
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ABSTRACT

The data capacity of aerospace PCM telemetry systems can be greatly improved by the
application of data compression techniques, which exploit the redundancy in typical
telemetry data. This paper describes the design concept for a compressed PCM (CPCM)
telemetry system, and contrasts system design considerations to those involved in
development of a conventional PCM system. Simulation results are presented depicting
potential benefits from use of telemetry data compression on an upper-stage launch
vehicle.

INTRODUCTION

Because of uncertainties and time variations in data characteristics, the telemetry
applications engineer for a conventional PCM system is unable to closely match sampling
rates to data activity of the individual channels. Some of the reasons are:

1) Many aerospace vehicle data inputs have short time segments of high activity ,
corresponding to specific vehicle events, interspersed with less active periods.

2) Measurements exhibit increased activity resulting from various anomaly or failure
conditions and sampling rates must be selected to accommodate a vast array of low
probability events.

3) The tendency exists to be “safe” by choosing a conservatively high sampling rate
when uncertainty exists about the expected data characteristics.

Thus, sampling rates for individual channels are always higher than necessary to define the
data waveform during most of the mission, and the composite sample ensemble inevitably
contains a large proportion of redundant samples. This paper describes a telemetry
concept which exploits this condition by adoptively modifying each channel sample
allocation to meet preselected error constraints. This process, when properly applied,
achieves efficient use of system capacity, yet does not reduce data usefulness because
redundancy is selectively reduced but not eliminated.



Telemetry data compression was extensively investigated during the 1960s.(1),(2),(3)
These studies arrived at significant conclusions which were, in general, that
pretransmission telemetry data compression presented an attractive and feasible design
alternative, and that zero- and first-order polynomial algorithms were the most effective
ones for compression and reconstruction of typical telemetry data. In one investigation a
data compressor, compatible with the SATURN launch vehicle telemetry system, was
developed to the prototype stage.(2) Significant aerospace applications of data
compression did not follow, however, principally because of the greater onboard
complexity compared to conventional PCM. But with today’s advanced circuit
technology such as imbedded microprocessors, this factor does not present a serious
obstacle to system development.

COMPRESSED PCM (CPCM) SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the system configuration of a practical CPCM telemetry system. Data
inputs are sampled and digitized on an interleaved schedule with individual rates selected
from a set of uniform rates to match estimated peak activity for each channel. Notice that
the function of the first block is the same as for the conventional system. The reduction in
number of transmitted samples is then achieved by deleting unneeded samples.

The compression processor selects values for transmission after processing of input
values by the logical rules of one or more data compression algorithms. In making its
decisions, the processor uses information stored in the reference memory, including
quantities which define recent behavior of each input and compression specifications such
as peak error, choice of algorithm, and channel priority.

Although the data inputs are initially sampled on a fixed schedule, after redundant samples
are deleted, individual data channels do not occur in a fixed sequence, and channel
identification methods used in conventional PCM demultiplexing no longer apply. The
formatting block in Figure 1 combines the encoded retained values with the proper source
identification, time definition, and synchronization tags needed for channel demultiplexing.

The output of the formatting logic is a sequence of digital words in the correct order for
transmission, but with irregular rate corresponding to the varying composite redundancy
characteristics of the data channels. The function of the data buffer and the buffer
feedback system is to smooth these rate variations, producing a constant transmission
rate for the telemetry downlink. Without buffer feedback, the buffer will overflow or
underflow. Therefore, the compression processor uses control parameters derived from
the instantaneous buffer occupancy level to maintain a suitable average rate of retained
samples. Along with selection of data compression algorithm, choice of the buffer control
strategy and parameters are the most critical considerations in design of a CPCM system.



DATA COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS

The set of logical rules used by the compression processor to derive transmitted values
together with complementary rules for reconstruction of the data waveform is called a
data compression algorithm. The variety of characteristics present in telemetry data
dictates that a practical algorithm must guarantee compression and reconstruction of an
arbitrary waveform to within a selected peak error tolerance. Therefore, the algorithm
procedure must redefine values corresponding to the deleted values within given error
constraints, and also must produce a reconstructed waveform free of oscillations or other
added perturbations that detract from visual similarity to the original waveform.

The algorithms which most closely meet the above requirements are the polynomial
prediction and interpolation algorithms. Extensive earlier studies established that, based on
performance and computational complexity, zero and first-order polynomial algorithms
were the most practical and effective for telemetry applications.(3),(4) These algorithms
use either horizontal line segments (zero-order) or straight line segments of arbitrary slope
(first-order) to approximate the data values. Higher order polynomial algorithms were tried
in the earlier studies, but found to have unacceptable oscillatory tendencies and to provide
less compression than first-order algorithms, especially when low-amplitude
instrumentation noise is superimposed on the data inputs.

The prediction algorithms use data values called reference values, one value per line
segment for zero-order, two for first-order, to “predict” subsequent values. If the
compression process is able to estimate a later value to within the given peak error
constraint, then the value is considered redundant. Interpolation algorithms also operate
by fitting straight line reference segments to the data waveform. But, where the prediction
process keeps the reference segment constant during a run, the interpolator attempts to
extend the run as long as possible by adjusting the reference segment after each new
value, while assuring that previous values remain within the specified peak error. An
interpolation algorithm is, in general, more efficient than a prediction algorithm of the same
order, but entails greater computational complexity.

Zero-Order Polynomial Predictor (ZOP)

ZOP, the least complex data compression algorithm, is implemented simply by comparing
later values with the last retained value to determine if the difference is less than the
selected tolerance limit. When the tolerance limit is exceeded, the new value is retained
and becomes the reference value for the next run. Data reconstruction of ZOP produces a
sequence of step functions joined by horizontal straight lines defined by the retained
values.



First-Order Polynomial Predictor (FOP)

The FOP algorithm uses the final in-tolerance value and the first out-of-tolerance value
from each “run” to specify a straight line segment prediction for the next run. Values that
follow are then tested to see if they fall within the corridor defined by the prediction line
segment plus/minus the specified tolerance limit. The last in-tolerance value for each run is
retained and used as the initial and terminal point, respectively, of two adjacent
reconstruction line segments. Reconstruction is done by calculating interpolated values
along straight line segments joining the retained values.

Zero-Order Polynomial Interpolator (ZOI)

The ZOI algorithm seeks to define the minimum number of horizontal line segments
necessary to represent a sequence of data values within a given peak error. The most
positive and the most negative data values during a run are stored and, when the high/low
difference exceeds two times the allowable tolerance limit, the run is terminated at the
preceding value. The retained value for the run is the calculated mid-value between the
highest and lowest values occurring during the run. This value, although not necessarily an
actual data value, is the optimum zero-order representation of the actual run values based
on the peak error criterion.

First-Order Polynomial Interpolator (FOI)

The FOI algorithm uses a “fan” shaped decision zone, which is adjusted after each
redundant value is processed and discarded. So long as this zone has a positive area, the
values are redundant. At the beginning of each run the decision zone is defined by lines
originating at the last retained value and passing through points defined by the next data
value plus/minus the tolerance limit. As each succeeding value is processed, the zone
boundaries are adjusted to reduce the angular size of the fan with the last retained value
remaining as the origin point of the fan. The new upper boundary passes through the value
plus tolerance limit point or, if this adjustment results in elevating the boundary, the
previous boundary is retained. The new lower boundary passes through the value minus
tolerance limit point or, if this adjustment causes the boundary to be depressed, the
previous lower boundary is retained. Thus, as succeeding values are processed the fan-
shaped zone converges and, finally, the upper and lower boundaries interchange
positions. When this occurs, the run is terminated and the mid-value between the upper
and lower boundaries defined at the immediately preceding value becomes a retained
value. Reconstruction consists of inserting interpolated values which correspond to the
original sampling times along straight line segments between retained values.



The FOI algorithm is the most effective of the four described when used to process
active data inputs. In principle, it is the optimum first-order polynomial algorithm.
However, when used to process static or slowly varying data, especially data containing
underlying (superimposed) instrumentation noise, ZOI usually produces greater
compression.

DATA BUFFER SYSTEM

The buffer system is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) arrangement with feedback control
parameters derived from the buffer occupancy level. The buffer must always contain at
least one digital word awaiting transmission and, during a period of sustained high data
activity, data is lost if buffer overflow occurs. Therefore, the compression processor,
using the feedback function as a guide, modifies the value retention procedure to maintain
a suitable average buffer input rate. Methods for buffer input rate modification include:

(1) Retention of selected redundant values to control underflow
(2) Increase/decrease of tolerance limit on all channels
(3) increase/decrease of tolerance limit on lower priority channels
(4) Deletion of lower priority channels

A practical CPCM buffer design uses a combination of these methods by allowing the
user to program activation of specific control methods at selected levels of buffer
occupancy. Thus, the telemetry applications engineer is given flexibility to adjust the
buffer control system operation with changing mission requirements.

The composite rate of nonredundant values for a typical aerospace mission resembles the
profile shown in Figure 2. This data was generated from a simulation that used the ZOI
algorithm to compress 20 channels of actual telemetry data from a launch of the ATLAS-
CENTAUR launch vehicle. Figure 2 shows the profile for a 60 second time segment
which included stage separation and engine ignition, the most active data periods for the
mission. The dashed line represents the composite rate of precompression values for the
20 channels. Notice that the short-term characteristic is a random rate variation around a
longer-term average rate. The long-term average rate for most of the segment is relatively
low, with two short periods of increased activity corresponding to stage separation at 286
seconds and engine ignition at 297 seconds.

During periods of inactive data, underflow control maintains buffer occupancy at a
selected minimum level near the empty state. This yields the best state of readiness for
upcoming active data periods and minimizes loss of data values awaiting transmission if
downlink transmission failure occurs. Although underflow control could be based simply
on inserting “idle” words, a more practical design results if extra values are systematically



selected and transmitted to reduce the time between retained values for the less active
channels. This procedure minimizes the uncertainty in reconstruction of these channels
resulting from possible interruptions in downlink transmission. Systematic selection of
extra values for underflow control requires that the compression processor store the
current channel run lengths and select extra values based on elapsed time since a channel
value was last retained.

The characteristics of the composite retained value profile expected during the more
active periods form the basis for buffer length and overflow control requirements. A
reliable estimate of this profile, from simulation data or other sources, is an essential
requirement during system design. For dependable system operation, the buffer length
and buffer control performance must be adequate to prevent overflow during, not only
normal, but extraordinary increases in composite data activity. Thus, a CPCM design
must include emergency control functions that are activated when retained value rate
exceeds the normal range allowing system operation to continue with graceful degradation
in performance and without indiscriminate loss of data.

CPCM DATA FORMATTING

The CPCM output to the downlink can be formatted into either a synchronous PCM
format or a packetized format. In either arrangement, the format must include
identification (ID) tags or an equivalent means for source identification of retained values
during demultiplexing, and a method must be defined for identifying the time (relative to
the central vehicle time reference) that individual values were sampled. A major concern in
CPCM system design is minimizing the reduction in system compression from the added
ID information. The discussion below treats the source ID considerations for
synchronous PCM formats, but can easily be extended to packetized formats.

A synchronous CPCM format may use either direct addressing, where the added source
ID information identifies the data channel directly, or time slot addressing, where an ID
tag identifies the major and minor frame time slot when the value was initially sampled. In
the later case, the demultiplexer uses a stored program to map the relationship between
input channels and format time slots, as done for the demultiplexing of conventional
synchronous PCM formats.

With either direct or time slot addressing, two alternative approaches may be used. The
simplest method, suitable for a small quantity of channels, is unique address tags, where
the ID tag for each value includes enough bits to uniquely identify all channels. Another
method, called truncated address tags, is more efficient for larger quantities of
channels. With this method, the ID tag specifies position within a subset of the channels
or time slots, e.g., time slot position within the minor frame. A group ID word, which



includes subset ID, is then inserted at the boundary between subsets to supply the higher-
order bits for the channel or time slot address.

SAMPLING TIME DEFINITION

The conventional PCM format typically includes a time code inserted each major frame to
allow correlation of individual sample time-of-occurrence with the central vehicle time
reference. Sampling time for each sample is then determined to the required resolution by
correlation of its format position with the major frame synchronization code insertion
time.

In the CPCM format, however, the format time scale is distorted by deletion of samples
and variable time delays in the data buffer. Therefore, the CPCM format design and
demultiplexing procedure must provide means for time base restoration. When time slot
addressing is used for source ID, sample time definition can be achieved with little impact
on compression efficiency by an approach similar to that described above for
conventional PCM. A time ID word is assigned to a defined time slot at the lowest rate in
the sampling sequence. The fixed time relationship of channel time slot assignments is
then correlated with the time word to calculate the individual channel sampling times
during reconstruction.

CPCM SIMULATION ANALYSIS

The best choice of design and operating parameters for a CPCM system is sensitive to
characteristics of the input data signals. Thus, simulation analyses using actual data from a
similar mission and vehicle design are of great value in system design for a specific
application. Such analyses are especially helpful for evaluating the performance and
suitability of candidate algorithms, and for characterizing the expected behavior of the
composite rate of retained values during active data periods.

Examples of data from simulation analyses using data from the ATLAS-CENTAUR
vehicle is shown in Figures 2 through 5. Figure 2, which illustrates the composite rate of
retained samples for 20 telemetry channels, was described earlier in the discussion of
buffer system design. Figures 3 and 4 show a comparison of the plotted waveform for
CENTAUR main engine pitch actuator feedback when transmitted using conventional
8-bit PCM (Fig. 3) and when compressed and reconstructed using the ZOI algorithm
(Fig. 4). Figure 5 shows the individual retained values forwarded to the reconstructor
when plotted with their proper time relationship. Notice that the curves of Figures 3 and 4
are essentially equivalent, although Figure 3 was plotted with 277 values per second and
Figure 4 was reconstructed from an average of less than 15 values per second.
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Figure 1 Compressed P(M (CPCM) System Configuration.



Figure 2 Composite Rate of Retained Samples Compressed by ZOI.



Figure 3 Pitch Feedback Waveform Plotted from 8-Bi PCM Data.



Figure 4 Pitch Feedback Waveform Plotted from Reconstructed Values Using ZOI.



Figure 5 Plot of Retained Values from ZOI Compression before Reconstruction.


